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Abstract

Detecting human screaming, shouting, and other verbal mani-
festations of fear and anger are of great interest to security Au-
dio Event Detection (AED) systems. The Internet of Things
(IoT) approach allows wide-covering, powerful AED systems
to be distributed across the Internet. But a good feature to pre-
filter the audio is critical to these systems. This work evaluates
the potential of detecting screaming and affective speech using
Auditory Roughness and proposes a very light-weight approx-
imation. Our approximation uses a similar amount of Multiple
Add Accumulate (MAA) compared to short-term energy (STE),
and at least 10× less MAA than MFCC. We evaluated the per-
formance of our approximated roughness on the Mandarin Af-
fective Speech corpus and a subset of the Youtube AudioSet for
screaming against other low-complexity features. We show that
our approximated roughness returns higher accuracy.
Index Terms: Audio Event Detection, pre-filtering, Auditory
Roughness, computational complexity

1. Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) has provided many applications a new
approach. When powerful and reliable computational capabil-
ity meets distributed wireless sensor networks, many tasks that
used to suffer from cost, practicality and low-accuracy bene-
fit [1]. Audio Event Detection (AED) based security or surveil-
lance systems are one of these applications.

Figure 1: Distributing AED across the network.

AED for security purposes has been an interesting topic to
both the research community [2, 3, 4, 5] and to commercial en-
tities [6, 7]. Security events such as gunshots and explosions
are relatively easy to detect, and commercial products based
on AED have already been deployed in many US cities 1. Se-
curity related human speech events, such as screaming, shout-
ing, and other manifestations of fear and anger have proven to

1https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/17/nyregion/
shotspotter-detection-system-pinpoints-
gunshot-locations-and-sends-data-to-the-
police.html?\_r=0

be more difficult to detect accurately; many works train dedi-
cated models to detect these speech events [3, 4]. State-of-the-
art methods include Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM) [8] or Long-short Term Memory
Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM RNN) [9]. The computa-
tional complexity of these methods is high. The IoT approach,
presented in Fig 1, does offer AED access to powerful compu-
tation capability. However, having enough power dedicated to
each and every sensor all the time is inefficient and unpracti-
cal for large sensor networks. AED systems targeting human
speech therefore use pre-filtering mechanisms: algorithms with
low computational complexity that can detect events of interest
with a low missed detection rate, and with a false alarm rate
that may be relatively high, but that is low enough to limit the
computation expended by the second-pass classifier [2, 4, 10].
Pre-filtering can reduce communication and computation costs
by discarding audios when an event is likely absent.

Previously published pre-filtering algorithms fail to meet
the three simultaneous requirements of high recall, acceptable
precision, and extremely low complexity. The problem usually
is the intrinsic limitation of the features used for pre-filtering.
Some of these works [2, 10] rely on windowed Short-term En-
ergy (STE). STE, although light in computation, as we will
show later, fails to differentiate affective speech and neutral
speech effectively. Other work [4] uses spectral features, which
are much complex, on the order of over 10×, to extract than
STE [11].

This paper considers the potential of a classical acoustic
feature called the Auditory Roughness [12, 13, 14], as a pre-
filter feature. Auditory Roughness is a classic measure of ”harsh
and unpleasant” sound with a long history. Although it used
to be an acoustic concept, recent biological studies have found
proof linking the concept with what fear is triggered in the mind
by perceiving human screaming [14]. First, the standard Audi-
tory Roughness feature is used to detect anger and fear in the
Mandarin Affective Speech corpus [15], and screaming in the
Youtube AudioSet [16], with recall and precision better than
STE. Second, since the standard Roughness computation has
complexity similar to that of spectral features, an approximate
Roughness measure is proposed, with computational complex-
ity similar to STE and at least 10× lighter than MFCC. The
approximated Auditory Roughness feature is demonstrated to
have recall and precision better than other pre-filtering features
with similar computational complexity, including STE.

We will briefly introduce the concept of distributed AED
and Auditory Roughness in part 2. We will explain how and
why we approximate roughness in part 3. Experiment setup and
results are then presented in part 4. We conclude and discuss the
work at the end.



2. Background
2.1. Distributed AED

A distributed surveillance system designed under the frame-
work of [1] would look like Fig 1. A large number of sensing
nodes with wireless capability are deployed. Different kinds
of sensors are grouped into each node and correlated by a hub
controller. The controller must run non-stop to serve the sen-
sors conducting minimum surveillance; it must also power-on
and control more powerful sensors when needed. If pre-filter
operations find signs of an event happening, features collected
by the sensors will be uploaded to the cloud for further analysis.

In an AED scenario, if pre-filtering features don’t exceed
normal level, the audio is only buffered for a couple of sec-
onds. Hubs will inform the cloud that everything is fine. If the
pre-filtering feature exceeds a preset threshold, a request is ini-
tialized: the buffered audio is packed and uploaded for further
analysis. Depending on the connection, further audio is either
packed into chunks and uploaded, or streamed to the cloud as
the event unfolds. On the cloud side, more powerful servers can
be accessed on demand. If a request comes in, the servers will
run much more sophisticated algorithms such as DNN+HMM
or LSTM to conduct more complicated analysis. To build and
run a system with a large number of sensors, both the sensors
and the controllers must be cheap and low-power. Hardware
targeting sensor hubs have limited resources, e.g., they typically
have no dedicated multiplier.

2.2. Auditory Roughness

The term “Auditory Roughness” originated as a musical expres-
sion in the 19th century [12]. The term is now defined to be a
psychophysical dimension, describing the human perception of
harsh, raspy hoarse sounds [13]. The musical and perceptual
concept was formalized as a sound quality measurement, with
several standard definitions and published algorithms 2. Recent
studies have identified apparent neurobiological correlates of
perceived Auditory Roughness [17].

Amplitude modulation frequency is one of the most impor-
tant physical acoustic correlates of Auditory Roughness [18,
14]. In music and other non-vocal sounds, a modulation fre-
quency of 30Hz or below is usually perceived as beats [18].
When modulation frequency exceeds 30Hz, it is considered
rapid and the sensation of roughness appears. Though speech
is complex, the same modulation frequency thresholds seem to
apply: neutral speech has most of its modulation spectral en-
ergy at 1–10Hz [19], and modulation frequencies above 30Hz
will trigger the brain’s fear center [17]. The sense of roughness
peaks at modulation frequencies of 70Hz [14] or 75Hz [18],
but persists in response to modulations of up to 150Hz [18] or
300Hz [14].

Further studies [18] claim carrier frequency and the strength
of amplitude modulation also affect the level of roughness.
Some Auditory Roughness calculators [20, 18] consider each
spectral peak as a carrier frequency, compute the modulation
frequency and modulation strength of each carrier, and add the
roughness effects from each carrier frequency together. Other
algorithms compute Auditory Roughness by analyzing the dis-
tribution of energy within pre-determined frequency bands, e.g.,
in 24 bands uniformly distributed on a Bark scale 2 [21, 14].

2http://www.ni.com/product-documentation/
8169/en/\#toc4

3. Method
In our attempt to detect human screaming, fear, and anger, Au-
ditory Roughness seems to be a good candidate feature. How-
ever, both of the standard methods used to compute Audi-
tory Roughness are far too complicated for pre-filtering. We
therefore propose a computationally much, much simpler ap-
proach to approximate roughness. Psycho-acoustic studies [17]
agree that rapid and strong amplitude modulation, at around 30-
150Hz, is the most important physical correlate of perceived
roughness. Existing algorithms are computationally expensive
because they assume that the speech signal contains many dif-
ferent carrier frequencies, and perform coherent demodulation
and/or analysis of each. In this paper, we assume that there
is only one instantaneous carrier frequency, whose modulation
spectrum can be derived using fast non-coherent demodulation.

Non-coherent demodulation begins with envelope detec-
tion, |x[n]|, where x[n] is the audio signal, and || denotes ab-
solute value. A standard envelope detector extracts the enve-
lope as a signal in its own right, by immediately lowpass filter-
ing |x[n]|. The goal of Auditory Roughness detection is not,
however, to perform an exhaustive analysis of the spectrum of
|x[n]|; rather, we simply want to identify components of that
spectrum in the neighborhood of 75Hz. To do so, we modulate
several different frequency components down to baseband:

ek[n] = |x[n]| sin (ωkn) (1)
where ωK are a set ofK different modulation frequencies in the
neighborhood around 75Hz. Instantaneous roughness, y[n], is
then defined to be the weighted sum of demodulated envelopes:

y[n] =

K/2∑
k=1

wk|x[n]| (sin [Ωkn] + sin [ΩK+1−kn]) (2)

In Eq 2, Ωk are frequencies near 75 ∗ 2π/Fs, chosen symmet-
rically so that ΩK+1−k = 300π/Fs−Ωk and with symmetric
combination weightswK+1−k = wk. To smooth out the signal,
y[n] is lowpass filtered to create the smoothed roughness signal
z[n]:

z[n] =

255∑
m=0

b[m]y[n−m] (3)

where b[m] are the coefficients of a 256-tap FIR filter with a cut-
off of 62.5Hz, and Fs is the sampling frequency. The smoothed
roughness signal z[n] is then downsampled by a factor of 128,
to a sampling frequency of 62.5Hz. In order to match the output
range of the original algorithms, its absolute value is computed
as the Approximated Auditory Roughness A[n]:

A[n] = |z[n]| (4)
In our approximation, Eq. 4 requires no or one additions

and no multiplications. The FIR filter in Eq. 3 requires 256 real
MAA. The weighted summation in Eq. 2 requires K/2 = 2
real MAA per sample for K = 4, which returns very sim-
ilar results compared to larger K value. Since all factors in
Eq 2 operate on the |x[n]|, we could pre-compute the result
and store

∑K/2
k=1 wk (sin [Ωkn] + sin [ΩK+1−kn]) in our look-

up-table, this reduces the complexity of this operation down
to 1MAA/sample. When we implement Eq. 3 using a multi-
phase filter, the downsampling operations allow us to carry out
both Eq. 2 and 3 once every 128 samples, thus requiring only
256 ∗ (1 + 1)/128 ≈ 4MAA/sample. If the hardware spec-
ification allows, we can duplicate the filter coefficients for all
possible multiplets in Eq 2, this brings the complexity down to
2MAA/sample, but at the cost of more memory. In practice,
since our measure is not at all sensitive to phase, we can reduce
memory usage at the cost of phase discontinuity. Goertzel al-
gorithm [22] is a promising alternative for extracting the power



around the frequency of interest. The Goertzel algorithm re-
quires N real MAA and 1 CMAA to extract the power of a
single discrete frequency, where N is the DCT window size.
When we are only interested in 1 frequency component, the Go-
ertzel algorithm has an advantage. But this advantage vanishes
when the components of interests exceeds 2. The final compu-
tation has a complexity level similar to STE, which requires 1
MAA per sample. In comparison, Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficients (MFCCs) require the computation of a full FFT once per
frame; a 256-sample FFT computed once per 128 samples re-
quires 256 log2(256)/128 = 16 complex multiply-accumulate
(CMAA) operations per sample, not including the filterbank ac-
cumulation, DCT, delta and second delta extractions. If we con-
sider the remaining operation, the total complexity will not be
less than 20 CMMA, the proposed approximated Roughness
calculation is at least 10× less complex than MFCC, and is
therefore well-suited to a sensor hub with no dedicated mul-
tiplier and with dozens of sensors to monitor.

4. Results
4.1. Mandarin Affective Speech

The Mandarin Affective Speech corpus [15] includes short
phrases and sentences recorded from 68 speakers under differ-
ent emotional states. Three of these emotions are neutral, anger
and panic. One phrase is repeated by the same person under all
emotion states. All audio files are normalized to have the same
maximum amplitude.

In our experimental setup, we extracted a collection of fea-
tures from every phrase under all emotional states. Features
from every phrase pronounced under anger and panic were com-
pared to the same phrase spoken neutrally. The 5 features
include Auditory Roughness, which we extracted using open
access Matlab toolbox MIRtoolbox [20], approximated rough-
ness, STE, and the signal remainder after subtraction of its win-
dowed media (SWM, [23]). Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) was also
included as it is a common feature for speech detection [24] and
used in many previous papers to detect screaming and/or emo-
tional speech [2, 3, 4, 5].

The following Fig 2 presents an example of the features
for a short phrase spoken by the same person under 3 different
emotional status.

As we can see from Fig 2, STE and SWM fail to effec-
tively separate affective speech, especially angry speech, from
neutral. STE is closely related to the loudness of the original
audio, as a result, natural speech recorded at close distance will
have high STE as well. SWM worked mainly through detect-
ing impulse in the audio waveform, however, affective speech
shows limited difference in this measure. On the other hand,
the Auditory Roughness value of angry speech is much larger
than that of neutral speech. The maximum value of the angry
speech is many times higher than the neutral speech. One can
observe the shape of the Auditory Roughness is different from
any other measure: it does not resemble the envelope of the au-
dio input. Our approximated roughness cannot reach the same
level of separation as the original Auditory Roughness, yet it
still records observably higher peaks for angry and frightened
speech. One could also observe, throughout the audio, Auditory
Roughness and our approximated roughness do not maintain a
high value, but rather peak out in the middle.

We ran through all short phrases in the corpus. Fig 3
presents overall statistics and confirms our finding above. The
left-most boxplot, for example, represents the ratio between 2
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Figure 2: Feature measures for the same short phrase by the
same person under different emotional states.

maximum values, one of which is for the feature extracted from
an angry speech, the other being features extracted from the
same speech under neutral state.

Figure 3: Ratio between Maximum (left 2) Mean (right 2) values
of angry to neutral (1, 3) and panic to neutral speech.

The 5 letters in Fig 3 represent Auditory Roughness (R),
Approximated Auditory Roughness (A), STE (E), SWM (M)
and ZCR (Z). In all cases, a significant difference [25], with
confidence level 0.005, can be found between the max value of
roughness in any given audio file (both Auditory Roughness and
our approximated roughness) in angry versus neutral speech.
However, we can see roughness is less effective in separating
panic and neutral speech. Also the average value of roughness,
in any given waveform file, is less effective in separating affec-



tive versus neutral speech.

4.2. Youtube AudioSet

To test our approximated roughness in a more realistic setup,
we build a simple test on the Google AudioSet [16] for scream-
ing. This dataset contains video recordings of screaming and
shouting, many happening in real life. The events are typically
shorter than scream events in movies and other sources, but the
recording quality varies from video to video. Annotation is at
a relatively coarse temporal granulatiry: a window of 10s is
marked in every video, which either contains some short affec-
tive speech events, separated by pauses, or contains non-stop
screaming extending outside the 10s window. We found this
difficult to use as the event boundaries are not comprehensive,
and markings for non-screaming regions are not presented. We
took some time to conduct more fine-grained annotation on the
balanced training subset and extended the duration of the fea-
ture window from 10s to 30s to include non-screaming regions.
A couple of the files were dropped as they clearly contain no
human vocalizations. We annotated 55 files with a total of 0.5h
duration. About 33% of the 0.5h audio is screaming or affective
speech; this is a larger dataset than any other corpus of human
scream audio we were able to find. These annotations are avail-
able online 3, and will be released with a creative commons
CC-BY license.

We designed a simple experiment to mimic the pre-filter
operation explained in Sec 2. We marked out screaming as au-
dio events of interests and labeled the begin and end of each
event. For each event in the video, if the feature value exceeds a
pre-selected threshold, we considered the event detected; during
the time between events, feature values exceeding the threshold
are considered false alarms. Any event longer than 2s is sepa-
rated into multiple events. The ROC curves comparing differ-
ent features are presented in Fig 4. We sweep through different
threshold value to obtain this ROC curve. It is worth mention-
ing, in most videos, human vocal do not span the full duration,
yet we did not run speech activity detection on top of the al-
gorithm. Doing so would add more computation and therefore
undermine the purpose of pre-filtering. As we can see in Tab 1,
the made the detection task difficult even for relatively complex
feature and classifiers.
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Figure 4: ROC curves of testing different features on AudioSet.

3https://github.com/dihe2/Audioset-Balanced-
Training-Annotation

We can see from Fig 4, mostly, our approximated rough-
ness returns better value than all other features. To our surprise,
our approximated roughness actually outperforms the original
Auditory Roughness; the original Auditory Roughness measure
has the advantage only in limited cases. We suspect this is be-
cause the majority of the events in our collection are screaming
and shouting, making them more fitted to the category described
in [17], and less similar to affective speech. The Equal Error
Rate for our approximated roughness is around 30%.

4.3. Beyond Pre-filtering

We conducted one more experiment on our approximated
roughness in the interested of answering two more questions.
First, how hard is our AudioSet corpus? The dataset was re-
leased very recently, and not much work has been published
using it. Second, how well will our low complexity feature
work in a classifier, say linear SVM; and how will it compare
to high complexity features like MFCC? We stacked 5 frames,
each containing approximated roughness, STE and ZCR and
used a linear SVM to conduct a detection task. Our low com-
plexity three-dimensional feature vector is compared to a stan-
dard MFCC vector extracted at 50ms per frame. As we can see
in Tab 1, MFCC returns reasonable results compared to previ-
ous work, though with accuracy below that of most previous
affective speech studies, suggesting that this corpus is difficult
to classify. A feature vector with only STE and ZCR achieves
an F1 score about 10% worse than that of MFCC; the same fea-
ture vector with Approximated Auditory Roughness included
is only 8% worse than MFCC. The MFCC are extracted using
the open source toolbox RASTA for Matlab [19] and the SVM
is trained using SVMLight [26]. More could be compared be-
tween MFCC and our low-complexity features. But as the goal
of this work is to study the potential of our approximated rough-
ness, more detailed experiment on a complex classifier is be-
yond this work.

Table 1: Linear SVM on AudioSet.

stack5(wo Rough) stack5(w Rough) MFCC
Prec 65.12% 67.25% 72.13%
F1 63.34% 65.47% 73.73%

5. Conclusions
In this work, we evaluated the Auditory Roughness as a feature
for pre-filtering the audio for AED targeting human screaming
and affective speech. Detecting these events is of interest to
distributed security and surveillance AED systems. In order to
be useful in a large distributed system, detection must have ex-
tremely low computational cost; MFCC is too expensive. We
proposed a method to approximate roughness using a combi-
nation of frequency modulation and multiphase filtering. This
allow us to extract a feature with computational cost similar to
STE. We proved through experiments on the Mandarin Affec-
tive corpus, and a subset of the Google AudioSet, that our ap-
proximated roughness also has accuracy out-performing other
low-complexity features.
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